ULTRAFAST DYNAMICS

Attosecond dynamical Franz-Keldysh effect in polycrystalline diamond
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Short, intense laser pulses can be used to access the transition regime between classical and quantum optical responses in dielectrics. In this regime, the relative roles of inter- and intraband light-driven electronic transitions remain uncertain. We applied attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy to investigate the interaction between polycrystalline diamond and a few-femtosecond infrared pulse with intensity below the critical intensity of optical breakdown. Ab initio time-dependent density functional theory calculations, in tandem with a two-band parabolic model, accounted for the experimental results in the framework of the dynamical Franz-Keldysh effect and identified infrared induction of intraband currents as the main physical mechanism responsible for the observations.

During the 1980s, rapid progress in picosecond and femtosecond ultrafast lasers started to bridge the gap between electronics and optics (1). The resulting synergy has since given rise to a wealth of new technologies and scientific insights, such as the optical generation of terahertz frequencies for the investigation of ever faster physical processes and device performance (2, 3). The more recent progress in ultrafast laser sources, which now produce few-cycle femtosecond (4) and attosecond (5, 6) pulses with full electric field control (7), extends these ideas into the petahertz frequency regime. Indeed, using measurement concepts similar to those developed for terahertz electric fields and femtosecond time resolution, we now can explore the speed limits of electronics at optical frequencies with methods such as attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy (ATAS) (8–10), which has recently been extended to solid-state materials (11–13). This has opened the possibilities of studying electron motion under the influence of a high-frequency electric field and of investigating the feasibility of petahertz electronic devices (14, 15).

Here, we used ATAS to explore a regime where the electrons in a dielectric material are exposed to a relatively strong high-frequency optical field. In this case, the quiver energy (or ponderomotive energy $U_\text{q}$) of the electrons in the oscillating electrical field becomes comparable to the photon energy of the driving laser. The system transitions from a more quantum-mechanical (photon-driven) to a more classical (field-driven) regime (16). Although both limiting regimes have been extensively studied, the many phenomena occurring in the intermediate regime are still not well understood. In this intermediate regime, the material is described by coupled light-matter states, and effects such as band dressing (17), the dynamical Franz-Keldysh effect (18), and Wannier-Stark localization (19) coexist. Therefore, the total material response exhibits a complex behavior that often cannot be easily framed within only one of these effects. As a consequence, in this regime the role of intra- and interband transitions in determining the dynamical response of dielectrics also remains unclear (20, 21).

A fundamental process related to the intraband motion of charges is the Franz-Keldysh effect. In a simple physical picture, a static external field applied to a dielectric bends the crystal potential and accelerates the electron-hole pair. Its wave function becomes an Airy function with an exponential tail that extends into the energy gap. As a result, photon-assisted tunneling through a distance that depends on the field strength can happen also for photon energies below the gap (22). When the static field is replaced by a time-dependent one, the response of the system is described by the dynamical Franz-Keldysh effect (DFKE) (23). In addition to the absorption within the band gap, one observes also an induced transmission above the band gap and the appearance of optical side bands (18). In contrast to resonant processes, the DFKE is an ultrafast nonresonant effect in which no real carriers are created. It is therefore expected to be fast (24). To date, the DFKE has been observed only around the energy gap of dielectrics (25) and in the terahertz regime (i.e., picosecond time scales) where recent time-resolved studies have shown a nontrivial phase evolution (26). The observation of the DFKE at higher frequencies (i.e., femtosecond time scales) requires higher pump field strengths. At these field intensities, other effects such as multiphoton ionization will dominate the optical response of dielectrics around the band gap. The DFKE is expected to remain observable, but deeper in the conduction band (CB) at higher probing energies.

We used attosecond pulses with duration of ~250 as, centered at ~42 eV, to study field effects such as the DFKE in the high-energy part of the CB of polycrystalline diamond when exposed to a few-femtosecond intense infrared (IR) laser field (IR intensity in vacuum $I_{\text{IR}} \approx 1 \times 10^{12} \text{W/cm}^2$). The transient absorption coefficient exhibits sub-femtosecond dynamics with a complex energy-dependent phase relation. Ab initio calculations performed by coupling time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) in real time with Maxwell’s equations reproduce the experimental results. We used an orbital decomposition approach to disentangle the complexity of the numerical model and address independently the contribution of each electronic subband. With this approach, we can demonstrate that predominantly one valence band (VB) to CB transition determines the qualitative behavior of the optical response of diamond in the energy range under examination.

Figure 1A shows a schematic of the experimental setup (26, 27). Extreme ultraviolet (XUV) single attosecond pulses and 5-fs phase-locked IR pulses (center energy $h\nu_0 = 1.58 \text{ eV}$) are focused on a double target composed of a gas jet and a solid sample. Both pulses are linearly polarized along the same axis. The few-cycle IR pulse acts as a pump, inducing dynamics that are then probed by the XUV pulse. The temporal properties of the pump and probe pulses are recorded simultaneously with the diamond transient absorption scan by acquiring a streaking trace from Ne atoms in a scheme similar to the one reported in (17) (Fig. 1B). In this way it is possible to unambiguously calibrate the pump-probe delay axis with respect to the pump electric field. The spectrum of the single attosecond pulses (SAPs) (Fig. 1C, black) spans from 30 to 55 eV and overlaps with the static absorbance for a 50-nm-thick polycrystalline diamond sample (Fig. 1C, blue). The smooth behavior of the absorbance reflects the absence of sharp resonant transitions in this spectral range. The XUV pulse can only excite electrons from the VB to the high part of the CB by single-photon absorption (Fig. 1, D and E). At our experimental intensities, the IR field is also expected to inject electrons into the CB by multiphoton ionization as suggested by a Keldysh parameter, $\gamma_K = 5$ (27, 28). However, the IR pulse can efficiently inject electrons only from the top of the VB to the bottom of the CB. Therefore, even if the IR pulse populates the CB almost 1000 times as efficiently as the attosecond pulse, the contribution coming from direct charge injection by the IR pump pulse in the spectral region of the CB probed by the XUV pulse is negligible.

We investigated the dynamical optical response of the VB and CB of diamond by looking at the IR-induced absorbance, $\Delta A(E_{\text{IR}}, t)$, defined as the logarithm of the ratio of the transmitted XUV spectral intensities without and with the IR pump (27). Here, $E_{\text{IR}}$ represents the XUV photon energy and $t$ the pump-probe delay. The experimental results for an IR intensity (in vacuum) of $6.5 \times 10^{12} \text{W/cm}^2$ are shown in Fig. 2A. For small values of the delay $t$, we observe the appearance of transient features that oscillate with $2\omega_0$ over almost all the bandwidth of the SAP. The main feature lies at an excitation energy of ~43 eV and corresponds to an absorption increment. Figure 2C shows the IR electric field $E_{\text{IR}}(t)$ extracted from a simultaneous streaking measurement together with the IR-induced absorbance averaged over three energy bands 2 eV wide and centered at 39, 43, and 48 eV. As can be observed, both the
Fig. 1. Pulse and sample characterization. (A) Schematic of the experimental setup with the double-target for simultaneous detection of photons and electrons. (B) Example of a typical streaking trace used to characterize the single attosecond pulses (SAPs) and calibrate the pump-probe delay axis in a transient absorption measurement. (C) Spectrum of the SAP without (black line) and with (red line) transmission through a 50-nm polycrystalline diamond sample. The static absorbance measured with a broad harmonic spectrum (27) is shown in blue. The shaded light-blue area defines the statistical error bars assuming a Poisson distribution for the number of collected photons. (D) Density of states (DOS) of diamond calculated with density functional theory. The black and gray curves are the valence band (VB) and conduction band (CB), respectively. The zero of the energy axis coincides with top of the VB. (E) Number of electron-hole particles created by the XUV probe and the IR pump in blue and red, respectively.

Fig. 2. Results obtained with single attosecond pulses. (A and B) Experimental (A) and calculated (B) IR-induced absorbance ΔAbs(Eph, t). (C) Upper panel: IR electric field EIR(t) extracted from a streaking measurement acquired simultaneously with the trace in (A). Lower panels, from bottom to top: Average ΔAbs for three energy bands with a width of ~2 eV and centered at 39, 43.1, and 48 eV. In all panels, the markers represent the experimental data. The continuous lines are obtained by fitting the data with an oscillating function f(t) (27). Calculation parameters: IR intensity in vacuum IIR = 5 × 10^12 W/cm^2, IR center energy hωIR = 1.55 eV, diamond thickness L = 50 nm.
position of the maximum of the interaction and the phase of the oscillations increase with increasing energy distance from the main feature at 43 eV. Therefore, the energy dispersion of the oscillating features assumes a V-shape with vertex at ~41 eV, which does not follow the pump field adiabatically. The phase delay, extracted from eight independent measurements, between the square of the IR electric field \(E_{\text{IR}}^2(t)\) and the main feature at 43 eV was found to be \(-235 \pm 53\) as.

We simulated the pump-probe experiment using TDDFT in real time (29, 30). The results obtained for a single-crystal cell show that the IR pulse can indeed induce 2\(\omega_0\), oscillations in the imaginary part of the transient dielectric function \(\varepsilon(\omega)\) and consequently in the absorbance of the material (27). Moreover, whereas the amplitude of the oscillations depends on the crystal orientation with respect to the light polarization axis, the phase does not change (fig. S8). This phenomenon explains why it is possible to experimentally observe the transient features in a polycrystalline sample. By coupling TDDFT with Maxwell’s equations, it is possible to investigate the optical response of the target (27). The numerical results (Fig. 2B) show very good agreement with the experimental results. Both the oscillatory features and the V-shaped energy dispersion are reproduced. All the features in the calculations appear shifted down by almost 1.75 eV in photon energy (the main absorption feature lying at ~41 eV instead of 43 eV) because TDDFT fails to reproduce the energy gaps between the subbands in the CB with high accuracy.

To gain further insight into the physical mechanisms involved, we performed an orbital decomposition of the probe Hamiltonian into 24 Houston states (31), which, when the external IR field vanishes, correspond to the Bloch states depicted in the energy/momentum space of Fig. 3A (27). Figure 3, D and E, shows the pump-induced change in the dielectric function, \(\Delta\varepsilon(\omega, t)\), under the same conditions as Fig. 2B except for a single unit cell of diamond (27). The main positive oscillating feature at ~41 eV and the V-shaped energy dispersion of the oscillations are still reproduced even when a smaller set of dressed subbands is taken into account, such as two subbands in the VB (\(b_9, b_{10}\)) and four in the CB (\(b_4, b_5, b_9, b_{11}\)). This result is in agreement with the decomposition of the static dielectric function \(\varepsilon(\omega)\) (fig. S9). Furthermore, the main qualitative behavior of \(\Delta\varepsilon(\omega, t)\) can be reproduced by the single transition between the bottom of the VB, \(b_4\), and the seventh band in the CB, \(b_{11}\) (Fig. 3F). Given the definition of the Houston states used in the decomposition, this result suggests that IR-induced intraband motion, rather than interband transitions (Fig. 3C), is the main physical mechanism dominating the diamond response. To further validate our finding, we calculated \(\Delta\varepsilon(\omega, t)\) using a parabolic two-band model employed in the DFKE (32). It is derived by parabolic fitting of the energy distance between \(b_4\) and \(b_{11}\) in the crystallographic direction WL. The results (Fig. 3G) reproduce the main qualitative behavior of the TDDFT calculations in Fig. 3F. The main differences between the two models may come from the fact that the two-band model takes into account neither the anisotropy of diamond nor the anharmonic dispersion of its actual electronic bands. The complex dispersion of bands \(b_4\) and \(b_{11}\) indeed suggests that more than a single parabolic fit might be needed to better describe the case of polycrystalline diamond with random orientation (fig. S12).

Finally, we investigated the dependence of \(\Delta\varepsilon(\omega, t)\) on the IR frequency. The results are plotted in Fig. 3, H to K, for \(\hbar\omega_0 = 1\) and 2 eV. The TDDFT calculations show a clear dependence of the tilt of the oscillating structures as a function of \(\hbar\omega_0\) (compare green dashed and violet dash-dotted lines in Fig. 3, H and I). This behavior is well reproduced by the two-band model, thus confirming the dominant role of the DFKE or, in other words, intraband transitions.

Our results demonstrate that attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy can be used to directly investigate the ultrafast electron dynamics in the valence and conduction bands of dielectrics in the intermediate regime of strong optical fields. For the particular case of diamond, the observed dynamics unfold on an attosecond time scale and fully recover after the interaction. A comparison with ab initio calculations and a parabolic two-band model allowed us to demonstrate the dominant role of the DFKE or, in other words, intraband transitions.

To further validate our finding, we calculated \(\Delta\varepsilon(\omega, t)\) using a parabolic two-band model employed in the DFKE (32). It is derived by parabolic fitting of the energy distance between \(b_4\) and \(b_{11}\) in the crystallographic direction WL. The results (Fig. 3G) reproduce the main qualitative behavior of the TDDFT calculations in Fig. 3F. The main differences between the two models may come from the fact that the two-band model takes into account neither the anisotropy of diamond nor the anharmonic dispersion of its actual electronic bands. The complex dispersion of bands \(b_4\) and \(b_{11}\) indeed suggests that more than a single parabolic fit might be needed to better describe the case of polycrystalline diamond with random orientation (fig. S12).

Finally, we investigated the dependence of \(\Delta\varepsilon(\omega, t)\) on the IR frequency. The results are plotted in Fig. 3, H to K, for \(\hbar\omega_0 = 1\) and 2 eV. The TDDFT calculations show a clear dependence of the tilt of the oscillating structures as a function of \(\hbar\omega_0\) (compare green dashed and violet dash-dotted lines in Fig. 3, H and I). This behavior is well reproduced by the two-band model, thus confirming the dominant role of the DFKE or, in other words, intraband transitions.
around at the bottom of the CB with mid-IR or terahertz driving fields is impossible (23, 24). Our results, however, prove that it is possible to observe the DFKE driven by femtosecond IR pulses at energies high above the band gap. We have also shown that the fine structure in the transient response of diamond deviates from the simplified parabolic model and thus encodes information about the particular band dispersion of the target.
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GEOPHYSICS

Teleseismic S wave microseisms

Kiwamu Nishida*1 and Ryota Takagi2

Although observations of microseisms excited by ocean swells were firmly established in the 1940s, the source locations remain difficult to track. Delineation of the source locations and energy partition of the seismic wave components are key to understanding the excitation mechanisms. Using a seismic array in Japan, we observed both P and S wave microseisms excited by a severe distant storm in the Atlantic Ocean. Although nonlinear forcing of an ocean swell with a one-dimensional Earth model can explain P waves and vertically polarized S waves (SV waves), it cannot explain horizontally polarized S waves (SH waves). The precise source locations may provide new catalog for exploring Earth’s interior.

Microseisms are ambient seismic wave fields (6) that occur in the 0.05- to 0.5-Hz frequency range. Although they had been recognized as ambient noise for seismic observation, a new technique known as seismic interferometry turned them into signals for exploring Earth’s interior (2). They can be categorized into two groups according to the typical frequencies. The first group is classified as primary microseisms ranging from 0.05 to 0.1 Hz, which corresponds to the typical frequency of ocean swells. The second is classified as secondary microseisms ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 Hz, which doubles the frequency of an ocean swell, indicating that the secondary microseisms are generated through nonlinear wave-wave interactions (3, 4). They excite surface waves dominantly.

P wave microseisms from distant storms have been studied (5, 6) by means of array analysis of dense seismic data. Source locations of the P wave provided a better spatial localization of the excitation source than that of surface waves. The estimated source distribution was consistent with a theoretical estimation that uses wave action models. Most studies, however, have focused only on P waves recorded as vertical components because of the larger amplitudes. Although S wave amplitudes are estimated to be one order of magnitude smaller than P wave amplitudes (7, 8), the precise locations of P and S waves can help in understanding the excitation mechanism.

The energy partition between Love and Rayleigh waves is another key parameter for understanding the force system of excitation sources. The force system can be characterized by the surface pressure source and/or shear traction on the seafloor (9). The observed dominance of Love waves in primary microseisms suggests that they are generated by pressure loadings of an ocean swell acting on a sloping seabed (10). However, the scattering of surface waves during propagation distorts the energy ratio at the source area. Because the teleseismic body waves are less scattered, the energy partition between P and S waves is more appropriate for understanding the source mechanism. However, the smaller body-wave amplitudes at a distance tend to be masked by the surface waves owing to local ocean swell activities (8, 11, 12).

For the detection of both P and S wave microseisms, we conducted an array analysis using 202 Hi-net stations operated by the National Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Prevention (NIED) in Chugoku district, where the crustal heterogeneity is weak in Japan (Fig. 1A). NIED deployed three-component velocity meters with a natural frequency of 1 Hz at the bottom of a borehole of each station. We deconvolved the instrumental response using the inverse filtering technique (13) after the reduction of common logger noise (14) so as to use low-frequency components below 1 Hz. We analyzed data of a rapidly deepening cyclonic low-pressure area known as a “weather bomb” (15), with a central pressure of ~940 hPa that developed in the Atlantic between Iceland and Greenland on 9–11 December 2014 (16). The system was a typical explosive cyclogenesis, with a reduction of 24 hPa in 24 hours on 9 December. We divided the records into 1024-s segments. After the exclusion of noisy data, we calculated two-dimensional (2D) frequency-slowness spectra (9) in the 0.1- to 0.2-Hz frequency window (Fig. 1B), assuming that signals at a station can be represented by a superposition of plane waves. The spectrum at a certain slowness vector represents the sum of all the records, with the predicted time delays. The spectra have local maxima in the slowness domain, where signals recorded at all the stations are in phase.

The spectra of the vertical and radial components displayed a clear teleseismic P wave. The slowness of ~0.05 s/km and the back azimuth of ~5° were consistent with that of a P wave traveled from the Atlantic Ocean. The dominant P wave can be explained by the nonlinear forcing by ocean swell (7) according to Longuet-Higgins’ theory (3), which can be equivalently represented by a vertical single force on the sea surface.

The spectrum of the radial component showed not only a P wave but also a rarely seen SV wave (8), with mean square (MS) amplitude of ~8% of the P wave amplitude. The observed slowness of the SV wave suggests that the source could be located in the same area of the P wave microseisms in the Atlantic Ocean. The simplest mechanism of the observed S wave excitation is the P-to-SV conversion on the sea bottom during multiple reflections within the ocean (7). Although the theoretical MS amplitude (7) of an SV wave is two orders smaller than
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Editor's Summary

Shining a fast light on diamonds

Conceptually, the electronic structure of matter is a fixed scaffold of energy levels, which electrons climb with the help of light absorption. In reality, the light's electromagnetic field distorts the scaffold, a phenomenon that becomes increasingly evident with rising field intensity. Lucchini et al. studied a manifestation of this phenomenon, termed the dynamical Franz Keldysh effect, in diamond substrates exposed to sudden, moderately intense infrared fields. Using attosecond probe pulses and accompanying theoretical simulations, they resolved and accounted for the extremely rapid ensuing electron dynamics.
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